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investors and technologists. They are chasing after the technology for
automotive applications, while also keeping an eye on LiDAR for drones,
industrial automation, mapping, and robotics, among other uses.
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LiDAR startup, Innoviz Technologies, just raised $65 million in Series B
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elsewhere, some of which could emerge as industry leaders, given enough
time and money.
Case in point: Israel’s Oryx Vision recently wrapped up a Series B round of
funding for $50 million, bringing its total funding to $67 million in 15
months. Third PointVentures and WRV led the new round, joined by Union
Tech Ventures. Bessemer Venture Partners, Maniv Mobility, and Trucks VC,

funding from investors that include Delphi Automotive, Magna
International, 360 Capital Partners, Glory Ventures, and Naver. The new
round brings the company’s total funding to about $74 million; Like Oryx,
Innoviz was founded last year.
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Fig. 1: Oryx Vision’s ash automotive LiDAR unit. Source: Oryx Vision
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Cepton is using o -the-shelf components for its solution, and doing its
manufacturing in-house. But the challenge for all of these companies is
commercializing their products, so Cepton is in discussions with partners
to help with the manufacturing. That could be Tier 1 suppliers or contract
manufacturers.
The company plans to ruggedize its automotive LiDAR sensor by next year,
and will do joint system validation with OEMs in 2019. “At the same time,
we are looking at di erent industrial markets,” Wei said. There are also
discussions with mapping companies.
Price wars ahead?
Quanergy Systems, another Silicon Valley startup, claims to be winning the
LiDAR war on price. Quanergy’s solid-state sensor chip, priced at $250,
should go into volume production by the end of September for
applications other than automotive. Quanergy and Sensata Technologies
handle the manufacturing of Quanergy products. Automotive-grade LiDAR
chips will be available in September of 2018, according to CEO Louay
Eldada.
“LiDAR is arguably the most capable sensor for automation in a variety of
industries, and it’s a good place to invest,” Eldada said. “But there will be a
shakeup. Some companies will ramp up, some will falter when they want
to ramp up.”
He noted that the goal is a sub-$100 solution, which will be critical for
LiDAR to migrate into new markets such as smart homes, smart sites, and
smart cities—even wall-less border security. “You hear some people here
saying, ‘Who cares about cost?’ Well, everyone cares about cost. You hear
some people saying, ‘I have a system that lls the trunk of a car and it’s
initially $400,000, eventually going to $20,000, but who cares about all
that? I can give you a beautiful picture.’ And that happens to be a MEMSbased system, a mirror-based system. Well, none of it is good.”
Velodyne LiDAR, which spun o from its parent company last year, stands
out as the company that is shipping LiDAR sensors to customers now and
has true proof-of-concept, while LiDAR startups are trying to make their
bones with automotive manufacturers and Tier 1 suppliers. The company
is lling up a factory in San Jose and has a research and development
branch, Velodyne Labs, in Alameda, Calif.
Anand Gopalan, the company’s chief technology o cer, noted that
Velodyne has more than 10 years of experience with LiDAR technology
and “reasonable production volumes.” Velodyne LiDAR just signed a
perception system contract with Mercedes-Benz Research &
Development.
“The challenges for LiDAR in general, across the board, are achieving the
longest range in terms of being able to see at distance, achieving the
highest resolution in terms of being able to see in ne buckets across the
eld of view, and then, of course, high reliability associated with the
automotive environment, and then cost,” Gopalan said. “We have a long
track record. We see a tremendous demand from the market for
autonomous [technology], so demand for LiDAR has been growing
exponentially, year over year. We are continuing to scale up our
production to build these products at high volumes, going from tens of
thousands of units to hundreds of thousands of units to millions of units.”

(https://semiengineering.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/HDL64E_TopImage.png)
Fig. 2: Velodyne’s longest-range unit. Source: Velodyne.
In addition to automotive electronics, Velodyne LiDAR is looking toward
applications in high-de nition mapping, drones, robotics, and industrial
equipment, according to the CTO. “The autonomous vehicle space is the
fastest growing,” he noted.
The company’s new device is a xed-laser, solid-state LiDAR sensor. It is in
prototype, with volume production set for the late 2018 and 2019 time
frame, Gopalan said. The system is based on Velodyne’s proprietary ASIC
technology, with chips made by an unidenti ed foundry. While it is aimed
at Level 4/5 autonomy in vehicles, it has more immediate applications in
ADAS functions, he noted.
“LiDAR is bringing back to life some silicon technologies,” Gopalan
observed. also looking toward photonics, with “optics technologies nding
a new home,” he added. LiDAR is “a new driver for silicon,” and with
standard CMOS processes, LiDAR chips “are bringing down the price
points,” the CTO said.
The San Jose factory is producing Velodyne LiDAR’s agship products,
using robotics on the factory oor. The company’s goal is for “a lights-out
factory,” with the robots handling automated assembly, Golapan said.
LiDAR leaders are shaping up in the market. The push for autonomy in
multiple industries will pay o for some vendors, and it will test the
capabilities of others.
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